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adam.wagner@newsday.com

P
hil Troiani stands on
the edge of a cliff with
nothing but a few crag-
gy rocks and treetops
looming a few hundred
feet beneath him.
“You ready?” asks his
friend, Allen Scotto.
Troiani, of Amity-
ville, nods.
Both men take run-
ning starts and leap.

“Let’s rock and roll, baby!” Scotto
yells.
A sound — like someone unzipping
10,000 jackets — fills the air, and the
two men disappear into the distance,
triumphantly riding side-by-side on
cables strung over 3,200 feet of the
Catskills forest, landing on a platform
at the other end of the valley.
“I jumped off with a lot of vigor,”

Troiani, 65, says
later. “I was going
for the gold.”
Visitors who are

used to skiing
Hunter Mountain’s
black diamonds
might be surprised
to learn that there
is an equally thrill-
ing ride down the
slope — and it

doesn’t involve snow.
New York Zipline Adventure Tours’
newly opened Skyrider Tour — billed
as the fastest, highest, longest zip line
in North America — offers thrill-seek-
ers a bird’s-eye view of the surround-
ing Catskills and an excuse to head
north during the summer.

WHATTOEXPECT
Canopy tours go off rain or shine —
riders have to meet weight and health
requirements and must wear closed-
toed shoes.
The tour begins with a bumpy ride
up the mountainside in an off-road
vehicle followed by a brief lesson on
zip-line safety and technique that will
be used over the roughly three-hour
tour, which encompasses nearly 5
miles of zip lines.
There are no refunds for those who
balk and bail out at the top of the
mountain.

TAKINGARIDE
After the tutorial, visitors are
thrown into the proverbial deep end,
as the first ride on the tour is the
longest and highest cable, standing
600 feet above the gorge at points.
Suspended by a waist harness and two
carabiners, guests are encouraged to
take a running start and pull them-ZIP TRIP

Flying downHunterMountain—without the snow
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ON THE
COVER and left
Each line
presents a task
and each
teaches the
zip-liner certain
techniques.
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